
Swivl Advanced Features
Pro/Pro Plus and Team Members



When you need 
student-centered 
video observations 
or are using Swivl for 
research, Pro Plus is 
the best account 
type.

For advanced 
collaborative tools, 
Pro is the ideal 
account type. 



Swivl Essentials

Swivl App
Swivl C-Series Robot  
(3 or 5 microphones)

Swivl Plus App



Bookmarking

C-Series: up (filled) or down (unfilled) 
Gen 2: left (filled) or right (unfilled)

Bookmarks create placeholder time-
stamps in your video, so you can fill 
them in during video review



Smart Playback

Smart Playback cuts out parts of 
your video when there is little to 
no sound coming from the 
microphone(s) and automatically 
skips to the parts where you can 
watch and listen to meaningful, 
engaging content. 



Pro Plus Multi-Camera (up to 5 total devices)*

*Dual-Camera (2 devices) is available to all Standard and Pro users

Switch the camera 
views in Swivl cloud to 
focus on a specific 
student group. Use 
slides with your 
students so they can 
follow along to an 
activity while you 
record them. 



Setting up Multi-Camera

iOS or Android device w/ free Swivl+ App
Chromebook, any desktop 

or laptop with web 
camera running this 

webpage: plus.swivl.comAn iOS device (iPad, 
iPhone, iPod) - Swivl 
Robot is recommended, 
but not required.

OR

*Dual-Camera (2 devices) is available to all Standard and Pro users

And

You will need…

http://plus.swivl.com


Multi-Camera in the classroom

*Dual-Camera (2 devices) is available to all Standard and Pro users

With multiple cameras, record 
more holistically, focusing on 
students and their individual needs.



Pro Option: Dual-Camera (up to 2 total devices)

*Dual-Camera is available to all Swivl users: Standard, Pro, Pro Plus



Screen Recording

Download the Swivl+ 
Desktop App for Mac or 
Windows to record your 
screen at the same time 
you record yourself.



Swivl Live

Live stream by signing 
into Zoom and Swivl will 
continue to track and 
share your audio (and 
the audio from 
additional microphones) 
to participants on the 
other end! 



Swivl Cloud Team Features



Speech Analysis

While all Team users 
will have Speech 
analysis, Pro and Pro 
Plus users can choose 
Auto Playback to 
automatically play the 
microphones that are 
active and silence 
those that are inactive.



Sharing Options

Direct Share to other Swivl cloud 
users (videos appear in their “Feed”)

Share to Team Group (you are a 
contributor, all Pro users or higher can 
share videos)

Share to List (you are the owner, 
only you can share videos)

Embed (creates an embed code 
for you to place your video in 
another website, LMS, or blog



Video Cloning

Cloning creates a copy of your project 
for another Swivl cloud user. This 
person may edit, rename, or share your 
project and it will not affect your original 
version (or vice versa).



Peer Sharing and Best Practice Libraries

Team Groups are essentially private 
folders where any Team Member 
can watch videos, leave comments, 
and collaborate as long as they are 
part of the Group. Only Pro and Pro 
Plus users can share videos; 
Standard users can view and 
comment.



Customization and Filtering Options

Video tagging Custom comment rubrics



Video Analytics for Reporting

Analytics



Swivl Support: swivl.com/setup 
email: support@swivl.com or call us M-F 9am-4pm PST 

1-888-837-6209

New Team Inquiries 
email: team@swivl.com

http://swivl.com/setup
mailto:support@swivl.com
mailto:team@swivl.com

